Kaleidoscopes
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Magical kaleidoscopes for the child in all of us!
ust add your choice of glass to these kaleidoscope kits to personalize in endless variations. Interchange color wheels, discs, wands, marbles, beads,
glass jewels and chips – to create unique brilliant color images. Make one today, and rediscover their fascinating magic!
Clarity kits include precut optical quality, front surface mirrors, for the brightest kaleidoscope images.

‘Lost Planet’ Kaleidoscope
Fun and easy new kaleidoscope kit, that includes
tapered mirrors to create the illusion of a colorful
sphere suspended against a black void! Twin oil
wands generate gorgeous colors & swirling images
on the surface of the ‘Lost Planet’. Complete
instructions included, just add your choice of glass
or decoration for the kaleidoscope sides.
#9208
Liquid Wands
Acrylic wands filled with metallic stars, sparkles &
confetti, floating in a non-toxic liquid. Two sizes
to create explosive color images with any size
kaleidoscope as you turn the wands end over end!
#9185 11” Long Wands
#9190
6” Long Wands

Liquid Wand Scope
An 11” long acrylic wand filled with metallic
stars, sparkles and confetti, creates amazing color
images! Bonus instructions included for unique
display stands. Includes 11” long wand, precut
mirrors, patterns & instructions.
#9192

Stained Glass
Kaleidoscope Kit
Patterns, instructions & hardware
necessary to make a 10” kaleidoscope
with two rotating hexagonal color
wheels from stained glass. Purchase
mirror separately.
#9125

Aeroscope
A truly unique kaleidoscope that
looks like a classic airplane! Includes
all hardware, mirror and patterns. Just add
your choice of glass for this 9” wingspan
biplane. Can be customized with image
wheels or discs (sold separately).
A guaranteed conversation piece!
#9147
Kaleidocopter
Your imagination takes
flight with this kaleidoscope
that looks like a helicopter!
Whirling rotor color wheels
project
unique images back through the tailpiece.
Completed Kaleidocopter measures
10” x 31⁄2” high. Includes precut front surface
mirror, all hardware, patterns, and instructions.
#9211
Mini-Scope Kit
A 9” long triangular
kaleidoscope that comes with
patterns for 12 different color wheels.
Substitute image wheels or discs for infinite
color image possibilities. Includes precut front
surface mirror.
#9130

Mini-Scope Stand
61⁄2” long oak display stand for
your Mini-Scope, Marblescope and
similar size kaleidoscopes.
#9132

Image Disks
A pair of 21⁄2” dia. clear glass domes that can be
filled with Kaleido Gems, jewels, beads, chips,
etc. and soldered together to form a rotating image
chamber!
#9168
Kaleido Gems
A classic 1 oz. assortment of brilliant, faceted
glass jewels for use in kaleidoscope wheels
and discs. (Approx. 4 doz. pieces.)
#9174

Marblescope
An easy-to-make 9” long
kaleidoscope using one of 4 cat’s-eye
marbles to create brilliant color images! Includes
precut front surface mirror.
#9100
Axle Pack
Solid brass axle, nut, and grommets for mounting
kaleidoscope wheels, rings and discs to your custom
kaleidoscopes.
#9161

PRE-CUT Front Surface Mirror
Set of 3 PRE-CUT mirrors to make your own custom kaleidoscopes.
73⁄4” x 3⁄4” size. (Not shown)
9232

Front Surface Mirror
Front Surface Mirror is optical-quality thin mirror for the brightest images
in making your custom kaleidoscopes. 8” x 12” sheet. (not shown).
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Mix & Match all Kaleidoscope Products for Quantity Discount!

